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SUMMARY

This item is a supplemental presentation, discussion and possible action on the Blue Ribbon
Committee Report on Regional Fire Service, apresentation on the history of the dissolution of
the Interlocal Conhact for fire and a sunmary of TMFPD service levels.

For the benefit of newly elected Commissioners and members of the public, this supplemental
presentation details a path forward for more efficient and effective regional delivery of Fire,
EMS, and Patient Transport services to all communities in Washoe County. In addition, the

factors that led to the dissolution of the interlocal contract for fire and a summary of the service

levels provided by TMFPD will also be presented.

Strategic Objective supported by this item: Safe, secure and healthy communities. '

PREVTOUS ACTION

On May 13,2014, the Board of County Commissioners and TMFPD Board of Fire
Commissioners received the report of the Blue Ribbon Committee on Regional Fire Service.

BACKGROTJND

In January 2013,the Board of County Commissioners gave direction to staffto pursue

establishment of a Blue Ribbon Committee to study options for regional fire service to include
participation with neighboring jurisilictions.

The Blue Ribbon Committee presented their findings on May 13,2014. Fire Chiefs and

Managers fromNorth Lyon Fire Protection Dishic! Storey County, North Lake Tahoe Fire
Protection District, Tribal Fire Departments and Truckee Meadows Fire Protection Distict, and

REMSA presented.
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The Airport Fire Authority, Clty of Sparks, City of Reno and Carson City Fire were invited but
did not participate.

Conclusions of the BIue Ribbon Committee are presented in the report and the Board will hear a
supplemental presentation from the Chair of the Blue Ribbon Committee, Sarah Chvilicek. I

The written report is attached hereto.

FISCAL IMPACT FOB TMF'PD

There are nofiscal impacts of this item.

RECOMMENDATION

Staffrecommends the Board of County Commissioners and Board of Fire Commissioners hear
the supplemental presentation onthe Blue Ribbon Committee on Regional Fire Service, a
presentation on the history of the dissolution of the Interlocal Contract for fire, and summary of
TMFPD service levels since July 1,20t2, discuss and accept the report.

POSSIBI,E MOTION

Should the Board/s agree with staffs recommendation, apossible motion could be:

"I move to accept the presentations of the Blue Ribbon Committee on Regional Fire Seryice,
presentation on the history of the dissolution of the Interlocal ContractforJire, and summary of
TMFPD service levels".
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Emergenry Services Consulting lnternational (ESCI) was engaged by the Washoe County Board of
Commissioners and the Board of Fire Commissioners of Truckee Meadows to facilitate a Blue Ribbon
Committee (BRC), which was convened to evaluate the potential for regional fire services in Washoe
County. The BRC was made up of eleven citizens selected by Washoe County Who began meeting
monthly on July 24,2013. The purpose of the BRC was to recommend the niost efficient and effective
regional delivery of Fire, EMS, and Patient Transport services to all communities in Washoe County
possible. This report is the culmination of nine months of work gathering data, interpreting information,
discussing the results; and coming to certain conclusions as a committee.

Washoe County"span s 6,3l2square miles in the northwestern edge of Nevada along the eastern slope
of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. lt is home to approximately 421,000 residents and numerous visitors. lt
is an expansive region with high urban densities, suburban developments and rural areas, allsurrounded
by wilderness areas prone to wildfires. The fire departments and fire districts serving these areas are
equally diversg from fully career-staffed, to career staffed with voluntber augmentation, to purely
volunteer. There are five government agencies and thirteen volunteer fire departments serving the
region. The challenges these agencies face are a reflection of the demographics and geography of their
jurisdictions.

Key Findings
o Fire iurisdictional boundaries are lnefficient - While the agency boundaries may have been logical' and provided for efficient response in their initial formation, annexation has rendered them

inefficient in many cases. Numerous examples exist where the closest fire station to residents and
businesses is in a neighboring jurisdiction or the nearest station is a long distance from a large
development. The jurisdictional boundaries are unnecessary limitations to service delivery often
slowing response from the closest unit. And, the neighboring agency unit which is physically closest
is often not dispatched due to limitations in automatic and mutual aid agreements. The BRC believes
the community expectation is to se.nd the closest resource regardless of jurisdiction.

o Fisca! constraints impact service - Some of the fire agencies in the region are financially challenged
in terms of sustainability. Commensurate with revenue constraints, service levels vary widely among
agencies. Some agencies have a difficult time assembling an effective response force without
reliance upon their neighboring agencies. Oftentimes, defined risk exceed the response capability
of local responders.

o StaffinB and risk/cost are disconnected - Staffing levels do not comply with national consensus
standards (NFPA 77701 and/or are not sustainable. There is a lack of balance between "acceptable
level of risk" and an "acceptable cost of protection," and the community is not adequately educated
to make an informed decision about striking that balance on a community-by-community basis or
regionally.

o Non-standardized response protocols lead to greater expense - There is not a standardized
response protocol (approach) by geographic type (urban, suburban, rural, wilderness) throughout
the region, leading to inefficient resource acquisition and deployment. Each agency attempts to
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equip and respond to all risk in their jurisdiction even if the risk is minimal or the frequency of

demand miniscule. The regional hazardous materials team is a successful example of what is

possible with regionalization.

Efficienry and effectiveness are sacrificed for local control - Redundancy and duplication are

evident with each agency maintaining its own administrative and support infrastructure.

Volunteers should not be separate and autonomous - Volunteers are a key component of

emergency services in several areas where insufficient tax base exists to support career staff. That

will continue to be true in a regional model as well. However, volunteer organizations in Washoe

County are fragmented and inefficient on many levels and are in need of reform. Response, training

and activity'records, and other criticaldocumentation are either missing or inadequate. A problem

of span of controt exists in the current system and some volunteers do not live within a reasonable

distance of their stations. These issues were also raised in the Standard of Cover published in 2011:

Personnel and tabor agreements can negate efficiencies - Some current collective bargaining

agreements have language compelling the employer to negotiate any impacts or effects of

consolidation, merger or contracts for service. This positions the bargaining units to "cherry-pick"

the best components from each collective bargaining agreement in an integration initiative,

potentially offsetting efficiencies gained in other areas or rendering the resulting regional agency

unsustainable.

Grants aie necessary but unretiable revenue stream - Given the limitations of proierty and other

taxes and fees collected by local governments for the services the fire department provides, other

revenue sources must be sought. Grants are pursued aggressively. lf the sources of these grants dry

up, agencies that relied upon the additional revenues to maintain ongoing services will be

compelled t6 reduce core services to their constituents.

Numerous system improvements available - Response data standardization, fractile response time

tracking, capturing 9-1-1 caller information prior to hand-off to REMSA, simultaneous dispatch of

emergency resources, consideration of pre-alerts to reduce time lags, implementation or

standardization of emergency medical dispatch protocols, synchronization of dispatch clocks to

standardize response times, and implementation of flexibly deployed and staffed units during

periods of peak activity are all examples of improvement which can be made to the existing system

but have not been made.

Miscettaneous lssues - Several smaller but important issues were also identified by the BRC. They

include:

I

r

Multiple dispatch centers fragment information and data, and cause redundant investment

in technology. Often the centers cannot communicate with one another.

The fire seruice is a key resource in providing emergency medical services to the region, but

is not consulted prior to franchise agreement modification with Regional Ambulance

Services, lnc. (RASI), the regional ambulance agency with exclusive transport authority.

RASI is the emergency medical transportation agency for the vasd majority of Washoe

County. The fire service is not relied upon to provide surge capacity for the system in when

RASI resources are ddpleted or the unlikely event of a default by RASI.
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' Wildland-Urban lnterface (WUl) area fuel management is inadequate and inconsistent
throughoutthe region.

I Encouraging use of built-in fire protection features to reinforce remote areas hard-pressed
to receive an adequate physicalfire department response is an effective strategy.

' While some improvement in standardization of code enforcement has occurred, continuing
to align codes to a standardized approach should be the goal in eath code adoption cycle in
the region.

Opportunities

The citizens of Washoe County can be actively engaged in protecting and defending themselves from
wildfire and natural disaster in ways such as becoming Fire Adapted Communities: This program forms a
partnership between property owners, neighbors, firefighters, and civic leaders to create a well-
coordinated defense in advance of a wildfire's occurrence. The program requires education,
commitment, and follow-through. There are numerous examples of this program's successfut
implementation throughout the United States.

ln addition, maintained enhancement of code enforcement efforts in defensible spaces within the
interface areas can reduce the'occurrence of devastating wildfires within the region. Utilization of built-
in fire protection features, especially in those areas unable to receive an adequate effective response
force, can reduce system costs while increasing the protection available to more remote portions of the
region.

Borderless responses (otheruvise known as automatic aid or closest unit response) can provide efficient
and effective emergency response by disregarding inefficient jurisdictional boundaries. The issue of
subsidy can be addressed by annual true-ups of any disparity which exists between agencies.

A public-private partnership with REMSA could provide for better coordinated utilization of advanced
life support, resources throughout the region. By coordinating, fewer REMSA units are distributed
strategically where advanced life support assets are not available within a reasonable response time,
reducing system expense. The addition of a fire agency representative on the all-volunteer board of
directors would provide greater opportunity for coordination and collaboration.

Standardized response protocols between agencies allows for redistribution of assets based on risk. This
facilitates redeployment of busier emergency vehicles to slower station areas to extend the useful life of
the vehicles which reduces system iosts.

Challenges

Laborcosts and contracts create differentfiscalimpactsto each of the agencies. Aligningthese undera
single agreement can become exceedingly difficult and can result in "cherry-picking" the best
components of the various agreements, increasing overall costs for a single, integrated system.

Each agency has various facilities and equipment, each with varying degrees of maintenance programs
and apparatusfacilities replacement schedules. To the extent that maintenance has been deferred, a
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single integrated agenry may cause some agencies to subsidize others. This also includes funded versus

unfunded post-employment benefits provided to retirees.

Equalization of taxes can shift costs from one area to another, increasing taxes in one area and

decreasing taxes in another. Absent a legislative solution to the statutory property tax cap, some

agencies do not have room to increase their taxes.

Finally, the three most common obstacles to regionalization or integration are turf, power, and politics.

It will take substantial political will to overcome these three obstacles. lf these obstacles are overcome,

there are well-proven solutions to the remaining challenges to regionalization available.

Regional Options & Recomme nddtio ns

While there are numerous permutations to regionalization or integration, there are four basic regional

options: enhanced. mutual aid/automatic aid agreements; consolidation through interlocal agreemenU

consolidation through one taxing district; or consolidation through a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA).

With the JPA, there are two types; an interlocal agreement with equitable shared governance of the

entire fire department, and an interlocal agreement with equitable shared governance and

management only. ln the first JPA,. "cherry-picking" continues to be a potential problem, but tax

equalization is not an issue.

ln the second, each agency would continue to define their own service level, retain facilities and

equipment, manage their own budget, and be responsible for their own unfunded liabilities. Closest unit

response, as.in automatic aid agreements, could be implemented in this concept. Some efficiency would

be lost in this form of a JPA, but much of the benefit can be retained.

Given allof the foregoing, the BRC recommends the following:

o The BRC strongly believes that an independent regional fire department governed by an

autonomous board, free of political grandstanding and in-fighting is the ultimate answer and

therefore the ultimate goal. The county should lead the way of regional collaboration by starting

small and working toward larger collaboration efforts with other agencies.

o Pursue legislative remedies to Nevada Revised Statutes 318 and 474, allowing general

improvement districts to exceed the current statutory tax cap, and allowing county fire districts

to overlay cities, respectivelY.

o Use Peak Activity Units (PAUs, units placed in service above the normal deployment model only

for short periods of time during anticipated peak demand) when'and where demand is

predictable and where resource concentration needs to be bolstered temporarily as determined

by demand data.

. Siandardize response performance data, including quantifiable definitions of the components

contained within the fire and EMS response cascade of events. Transparency of this data would

help educate communities about the quality of the service they receive.

r Synchronize dispatch center clocks for all emergency services dispatch agencies in the county.
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Assimilate allvolunteer fire departments into Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District.

lmplement borderless response (automatic aid) agreements among all agencies in Washoe
County.

Educate the community about the details of the emergency response system within the county.

Educate the community about their responsibility to prepare and protect themselves in the
event ofan emergency.

Enforce existing codes requiring the cre'ation and maintenance of defensible spaces.

Establish Washoe County as a Fire Adapted Community (see University of Nevada Cooperative
Extension website for model - http://www.livingwithfi re.info/).

Create incentives to install built-in fire protection systems in rural and interfac" 
"r""r, 

in
particular in Gerlach and Red Rock.

Create a public-private partnership with REMSA, coordinating emergency resources for more
efficient utilization.

Should the formation of any specific regional agencies be pursued, a committee be formed to
ev'aluate the details of that partnership.

o

a

a

a
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CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

On February 26,20L3, the Board of Fire Commissioners began the process of developing a Blue Ribbon

Committep to evaluate the potential for regional fire services.'The Blue Ribbon Committee (BRC) was

charged with the following:

1. Prepare a comprehensive written report that assesses the current systems and identifies
' 

opportunities and challenges for improvements, effectiveness, efficienry, and innovation.

2. Prepare and present findings to members of the public, elected leaders, and local fire service that is

easy to understand, both by the technologically-educated professional and the lay-person.

3. lnvite and involve participation from stakeholders including fire service professionals, volunteers

and leaders, labor, and elected officials including those that are innovative and in touch with the

latest and most advanced trends within the fire service. Participation by any and all agencies or

representatives should be voluntary but encouraged. lt should be emphasized th5[ any member,

representative, or agency who participates in the fact-finding process shall not be expected to

commit to the plan as described in the written or presentation findings report.

4. Convene as soon as possibte, establish an aggressive meeting schedule, and provide a preliminary

report of findings to the Washoe County Commission, Cities of Reno and Spark, the regional fire

districts, and other cooperating agencies.

The BRC was formed and met for the first time on July 24,2013.lnvitations were extended to the Reno

Fire Department and the Sparks Fire Department to participate, but Reno failed to respond and Sparks

declined. Neither agency participated.

PURPOSE

At its core, the purpose of this effort is to recommend the most efficient and effective delivery of fire,

EMS, and transport services to all communities in Washoe County possible. The BRC has concluded that

a regional approach to emergency services delivery would create economies of scale in operations,

support services, and administration. The BRC believes these economies and efficiencies can be found

in:

Costs associated with inefficient geographic overlap of service deployment.

Costs associated with redundant administrations.

Costs associated with fixed post positions.

'The Blue Ribbon Committee interprets the term "fire service" broadly to be all-inclusive of the services provided

by a fire agency, such as emergency medical services, rescue'services, fire prevention services, public education

services, and all of the internal support services. Throughout this report, wherever the term 'fire service" is used, it
is meant in the broader context.
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o Critical assets could be strategically deployed throughout the service area, increasing efficient

. utilization and decreasing redundancy.

. Response time enhancement by eliminating jurisdictional boundaries. .

i More effective training of first responders.

o Expanded opportunities for volunteers.

o More effective planning for future delivery of these critical services.

BACKGROUND

The entire area known as Washoe County is home to almost a half million residents who inhabit S11
billion of taxable structural value and three million acres of open space for recreation. lt relies on the
Truckee River, the Sierra Snow Pack, and the region's pleasant climate as natural resources to sustain
life. lt also relies on critical infrastructure such as freeways, highways, railways, airports, power plants,

and utility transmission lines to support its economy and its tax base. This place we call home is filled
with peace, beauty, and happiness intermixed with risks, mishaps, and disasters. To maintain a

comfortable balance, the people, of Washoe County rely heavily on public safety services dedicated to
respond quickly to disasters and daily emergency incidents, assigned with the mission to protect life and
property from further harm and destruction. One such seruice is fire protection.

It could be argued that many autonomous agencies with authority for fire protection require more
cobrdinatioti, theieby liiniting efficienry. Communities within Washoe Coufty have expanded over time

- both in land area and population -to a point that boundaries that were once easily identifiable have
blended together into inefficient service territories that can impact cost, response times, and service
levels. Technological and/or political solutions that see no jurisdictional boundary have been
implemented with success in other jurisdictions. Our region has history and continued potential for
incidents that can easily overrun and overwhelm the sole responding agency. lt seems obvious that
finding a balance between the cost to provide resources and the duty to protect the community from
risk is no longer an issue that can be ignored.

Financial exigencies and competition for resources from other deserving public service functions dictate
that we apply resources for fire and emergency response in the most efficient, responsive, and highest
quality manner.

The Washoe County region has received fire and emergency medicat services (EMS) by as many as five
local government agencies and thirteen (13) volunteer departments, plus various federal and state
agencies. As of the 2010 census, the region is home to 42L,4O7 people inhabiting 5,302 square miles.
The county has highly urban centers surrounded by suburban communities which transition into rural
areas, and significant wildland areas. Using U.S. Census definitions, urban is an area with a density of
greater than 1,000 population per square mile, suburban is an area with a density of between 500 and
1,000 population per square mile, and rural is an area with a density of less than 500 population per
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square mile. Wildland is defined as an area in which development is essentially non-existent, except for

roads, railroads, power lines, and similar transportation facilities. Structures, if any, are widely

scattered.2

Urban centers have spread by population and land area, but not efficiently..The boundaries between

communities were once clearly defined and logical, but expansion has all but obliterated visible signs of

community separation, leaving very inefficient service areas and unique emergency services challenges.

ln numerous cases, the fire service infrastructure (fire stations) is no longer strategically placed to serve

its own constituents when strictly adherihg to jurisdictional boundaries.

Co n s al i d at i o n / D e c o ns o li d ati o n

Efforts to consolidate and then deconsolidate appear to have a central theme - financial sustainability.

The focus on financial sustainability is critical, but if emphasized to the exclusion of other factors such as

the impact on services provided, the safety of the citizens, or the safety of first responders, the fire

department falls short of its mission.

ln the late 1990's, Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District provided direct service to its constituents

around the City of Reno and operated as an independent fire service provider. ln 1998, Reno annexed a

portion of Truckee Meadows which reduced the districts' revenues by 5700,000. With the prospect of

additional planned annexations by Reno into Truckee Meadows, the combined potential loss of revenue

would render the district financially unsustainable. Options for Truckee Meadows included service

reductions, tax increases, or consolidation with Reno. After two years of negotiating, Truckee Meadows

and.Reno agreed to consolidate pgencies in 2000.

As the lead agency, Reno had exclusive authority to make expenditure decisions and negotiate with

labor. The consolidation worked well financially until 2008-2009 when the Great Recession hit. Reno

closed 4 of L4 stations, 2 additional were frequently browned-out (unstaffed for periods of time), one

unit was decommissioned, and another was unstaffed. The city renegotiated the contract with Truckee

Meadows, but did not renegotiate staffing levels for fire units as Truckee Meadows requested. ln 2010,

Truckee Meadows notified Reno that it was having difficulty financially due to the recession and needed

further adjustments to the agreement to continue to be sustainable. Truckee Meadows requested a

reduction to three person companies as part of the strategy to reverse the economic losses. Reno

provided S45O,OOO of relief, but far below the expenditure reductions requested and did not reduce

Truckee Meadows crews to three person companies. By fiscal year 20L2, Truckee Meadows had lost

$4.t million in revenue. Sieria Fire, while not part of the consolidation, lost an additional.S2.2 million.

Sierra was created out of the Nevada Division of Forestry in 2005, and operated as a stand-alone entity

untilthe consolidation with Truckee Meadows in April, 2012.

ln 2OLL, Reno notified Truckee Meadows that indirect charges will be increased to 5912,017; almost

triple the previous years' indirect charge. After further negotiation. Reno made a.final fire services offer

2 Wildland Fire Coordinating Group, Gtossary of Wildlond FireTerminology,JulY,20L2, page 185.
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to Truckee Meadows which eliminated annexation credit and resulted in increased financial instability.
Eleven days later, the Truckee Meadows Board of Commissioners approved a notice of tdrmination of
the interlocal agreement with Reno, opting to reconstitute its own independent fire service agenry with
three-person companies as its only financially viable option.

While Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District is operating successfully since the deconsolidation, it is

clear to the Board of Commissioners that greater efficiency can be gained by a regional approach to
delivery of fire services. For these reasons, the Board of County Commissioners have sought to convene
a non-partisan citizen committee to; a) evaluate the fire and emergency services system and issues; b)

establish findings regarding existing and possible new service models; and c) provide for a flexible but
permanent plan for managing fire services within Washoe County at a regional level.

The Board of County Commissioners approved a scope of work document that outlines the direction for
the formation of a Blue Ribbon Committee on February 26,2013. The committee itself convened on July
24,2OL3 to kick off the process. Within a short period of time, the committee had developed a work
plan to systematically evaluate each facet of emergency service delivery in Washoe County to the extent
information was available or agencies.were willingto participate.

For these reasons, the Board of County Commissioners and Board of Fire Commissioners convened a

Blue Ribbon Committee of significant citizens tasked to study the issues from a non-partisan
perspective.

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT SERVICE PROVIDERS:

North Lake Tahoe Fire Protection District
Contact: MichaelBrown, Fire Chief

Demographics:8,777 population and 15 square miles served

Fire Stations: 3

Response Capability: Structure fire, wildland fire, motor vehicle collisions, EMS transport at the ALS
level, desert search and rescue, lake response, rescue and recovery

Challenges: Fuels management in the Wildland Urban lnterface (WUl) surrounding lncline Village and
Crystal Bay, and funding
EMS Transport: Provided interna lly

Pyramid Lake Fire Rescue

Contact: Donald J. Pelt, Emergency Response Coordinator

Demographics:2,253 population (approximate) and 497 square miles served in Washoe County
Fire Stations: 2

Response Capability: Structure fire, wildland fire, motor vehicle collisions, EMS at the BLS level, desert
search and rescue, lake response, rescue and recovery

Challenges: Volunteertraining, retention of volunteers, and shrinking budgets

EMS Transport: Currently seeking to provide EMS transport services (via the permit process)
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Storey County Fire Protection Distract

Contact: Battalion Chief DuFresne

Demographics: 4,010 population and?52 square miles served

Fire Stations: 5

Response Capability: Structure fire, wildland fire, motor vehicle collisions, EMS at the ALS level, desert

search and rescue, technical rescue (in partner with Central and North, Lyon), hazardous materials (in

partner with Central and North Lyon), dozer initial response, ice rescue

Challenges: Communication, unfunded mandates, funding, staffing, long responses across district, long

transports, which create resource shortages

EMS Transport: Provided internally

Truckeb Meadows Fire Protection District

Contact: Charles Moore, Fire Chief

Demographics:94,200 population (combined service area) and 970 square miles combined service arda
(e38.L square miles in Sierra Fire District and73L.9 square miles in Truckee Meadows Fire District)

Fire Stations: 11 career staffed, 14 volunteer staffed

Response Capability: Structure fire, wildland fire, motor vehicle collisions, EMS at the ALS level, desert

search and rescue, technical rescue, hazardous materials, swift water rescue

Challenges: Span of control with current volunteer departments not manageable, annexations erode tax

base, future l-80 corridor growth will increase demand on already taxed resources

EMS Transport: Currently received through REMSA (see below)

Regional Emergency Medical Services Authority (REMSAI

Contact: Mitch Nowicki

Demographics: 421,407 popu lation a nd 5,302 sq ua re m i les served

Fire Stations: Not fixed post - 42 ambulances and 4 helicopters in the fleet, one of which is assigned to
Washoe County

Response Capabitity: All priority L, 2 and 3 calls, tactical EMS, subscription service offered (including

aero-medical)

Challenges: None were submitted to the BRC

EMS Transport: Primary mission

North Lyon County Fire Protection District

Contact: Chief Cleveland

Demographics: Approximately 20,000 population and 164 square miles served

Fire Stations: 2

Response Capability: Structure fire, wildland fire, motor vehicle collisions, EMS at the ALS level with

transport capability, desert search and rescue

Challenges: Low tax base, low funding, low staffing, extreme risk through industrial and transportation
growth and development

EMS Transport: Provided internally

ffi
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Reno Fire Department - Did not participate

Contact:

Demographics:

Fire Stations:

Response Capability:

Challenges:

EMS Transport: '

Sparks Fire Department - Did not participate

Contact:

Demographics:

Fire Stations:

Response Capability:

Challenges:

EMS Transport:

Airport - Did not participate

Contact:

Demographics:

Fire Stations:

Response Capability:

Ghallenges:

EMS Transport:
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METHODOLOGY

The BRC convened, developed, and approved a work plan for a six month series of meetings, inviting

experts in their field to present information pertinent to its deliberation and consideration of regional

fire service delivery. The following people and/or agencies presented information to the BRC and made

themselves available to answer questions posed by the committee:

o Chief Moore and Division Chief Leighton, Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District

(terminology, mutual and automatic aid)

Chief Cleveland, North Lyon County Fire Protection District (agenry specific information)

Emergenry Response Coordinator Pel! Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe (agency specific information)

Battalion Chief DuFresne, Storey County Fire Protection District (agency specific information)

Chief Brown and Battalion Chief Magenheimer, North Lake Tahoe Fire Protection 'District

(agenry specific information and.emergency commu nications)

Mitch Nowicki, Regional Emergency Medical Servicds Authority (agenry specific information)

Aaron Kenneston, Washoe County Emergency Manager (agency specific information)

Blaine Cartlidge, Deputy District Attorney, Washoe County (on statutes related to regional fire

services)

Don Bivins, Emergency Services Consulting lnternational (industry best practices, EMS trends,

and fiscal challengesfire service lnnovation)

Mary Walker, Walker & Associates (fiscal and governance overview)

SERVICES CONSIDERED

It is important to define the broader term, "emergency services" in the context of this report.

Specifically, the services the BRC considered in this report are:

o Fire and rescue services

o Emergenry medical care (first responder ALS and BLS)

. Ambulance transport (ALS and BLS)

o Fire prevention

o Fire investigation :

o Building plan review

o Community education (what services are available currently, what citizens can do to protect

themselves, fire prevention, crisis communication, and social media)

o Emergenry management

o Support services (fleet and facility maintenance, finance, human resources)

o Aero-medical resources

o Tactical response with service-law enforcement

o Volunteers
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LEVELS OF SERVICE

While most fire and emeirgency services agencies proVide most or all of the services listed above, the
levels of service vary from agency to agency. lt is important to evaluate the need for these services

based on the emergency response demand (call volume) and the risk the community faces which would
require these services. Once it is determined that an area has a clearly defined risk and a demonstrated
demand for the services, the quantity of resources and capacity of the agency providing the service must
be evaluated. This is referred to as an effective response force. An effective response force is the
number and type of resources arriving within a predetermined period of time (usually ten minutes),to
effectively manage an incident.

ln April 201-1, ESCI completed and published a Regional Standards of Cover document, assessing and
recommending service level standards and system improvements for Reno Fire Department, Washoe

County Fire Suppression Program, Sierra Fire Protection District, and Truckee Meadows Fire Protection
District. Recommendations from that report included:

. lmprove call processing time at ECOMM (Reno's Emergency Communications Division), which
currently exceeds national standards by more than one miriute.

c lmprove turnout time for emergency responses for all agencies, which currently exceeds
national standards by more than one minute.

Use built-in fire protection systems (i.e., residential sprinklers) to reduce effective response
force needs in Gerlach and Red Rock.

o Standardize existing independent volunteer fire departments by assimilating them into existing
fire protection districts.

r lmprove systems for record-keeping, data compilation, and analysis.

r Establish minimum performance standards for volunteers.

Since that report was published, some improvements have been made in call processing time and
turnout time, but work still needs to be done in the Gerlach and Red Rock areas, as well as assimilation
of independent volunteer fire departments into existing fire districts. Further, the Regional Standards of
Cover document did not include key agencies, such as Spark and REMSA. Some key data tracking and
analysis components are not standardized throughout the county or are missing, making effective
management decisions on sound data difficult. Simple infrastructure coordination such as synchronized
dispatch times would improve data reporting and analysis. True response time comparisons are made
more difficult when separate dispatch centers handle the same calls for service, dispatch different
resources to the same event, and use non-synchronized clocks to track all of the elements- which make
up a total response time.

Stoiiing Levels

The staffing levels of the fire agencies reviewed vary in number and qualifications. ln Reno, unit staffing
is typically four firefighters and some units operate at the intermediate life support level, while others
operate at the basic life support level. ln Truckee Meadows, unit staffing is a minimum of three, one of
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which is an advanced life support paramedic. ln Sparks, unit staffing is three orfour and operate at the

intermediate life support level. The more rural agencies have widely varying staffing levels and medical

certifications.

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) established a consensus standard titled "Standard for the

Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergenry Medical Operations, and

Special Opeiations to the Public by Career Fire Departments." Referred to as NFPA 1770,the document

outlines engine and truck'company staffing levels at four for career fire departments. Reno is the only

agency in Washoe County to achieve this staffing standard. A great many fire departments nationally do

not meet this standard as it is exceedingly difficult to afford.

A safety standard for structural firefighting also exists, commonly called "two-in, two-out." This requires

offensive interior attacks on a structure fire to be performed in teams of two (minimum), with a

minimum of two additional crew members outside of the structure prepared to rescue the two attacking

the fire should that become necessary. lf there are not sufficient personnel to meet this standard for

offensive operation, personnel must not enter the structure until sufficient personnel arrive to meet the

standard. Thus, a four person unit can initiate offensive interior operatigns. Units staffed with fewer

must wait for additional personnel. The only exception to this limitation is if there is an immediate

threat of life loss, in which case three personnel are allowed to operate in the interior to effect rescue of

trapped occupants.

There is much debate in the fire service about staffing levels and the cost of the various staffing

configurations. ln dense urban areas, risks are typically higher, especially with high rise occupancies, and

thus larger numbers of firefighters must arrive quickly to limit the spread of fire and rescue trapped

occupants. ln more suburban and rural areas, the risk is not quite as built up, but exists nonetheless.

Large concentrations of firefighters are not typically needed or expected in as short a period of time. ln

these suburban and rural areas where risk is separated, units are typically deployed further apart than

their urban counterparts. Thus, second or subsequent units are further away and will arrive much later

than their urban counterparts. While the risk is not as high, the two-in, two-out" rule stillapplies. lf the

first arriving unit has less than four firefighters aboard, they tend to wait longer for a fourth firefighter

to arrive to meet the standard and conduct offensive interior operations.

The debate in the fire service is this:

o ls it more advantageous to have four person companies in the dense urban core where higher

concentrations of risk are located but where high concentrations of resources are also likely to
arrive almost simultaneouSly with the first unit?

Ot,

o ls it more advantageous to have four person companies in the suburban and rural areas where

the risk is more separated, but the crew size facilitates an offensive interior attack without
having to wait for an additional crew?

t4
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Of course, four-person staffing regardless of density resolves all of the regulatory safety issues. lt also
ignores the cost of providing this service, the frequency of which has been steadily declining in most of
the United States to become a fairly infrequent occurrence.

Communities and policy-makers can respond to this conundrum by educating the community about the
risks and the costs, striking a balance between "acceptable level of risk" and an "acceptable cost of
protection." Once this is performed, the fire department can develop a deployment plan accordingly.

Flexibility Bosed On Peak Demand
One of the keys to the success of an effective response force is the distribution and concentration of
resources. ln most communities throughout the United States, fire departments build 'fixed post"
locations (fire stations) based on the current demand in place at the time of construction. While many
communities look into long range planning and attempt to forecast growth patterns for the future of
their community and place fire stations in positions for future benefit as well, many communities grow
in unforeseeable patterns (such as annexatioh). A dynamic way to address these cycles is to flexibly
deploy some resources based on peak demands for service.

Resources deployed in a dynamic manner based on peak demand are often referred to as "Peak Activity
Units" or PAUs. These units are added to a system during times of predictably higher demand than
normal or in a geographically diverse manner. For example, activity in part of a community may face
significant demand during typical commute times (rush hour), making response to the downtown area
difficult. A PAU may be deployed during those times to temporarily add concentration of resources to
that area. lf that demand drops off significantly once commuters have arrived at their destination, the
PAU may be redeployed to another area of the community where statistically high call volume occurs, or
the unit may be deactivated, reducing system costs. Figure 1 illustrates typical activity by time of day in
many communities.

Figure 1: Example of Peak Demand by Time of Day
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Maintain or Enhonce ISO Roting

The lnsurance Services Organization (lSO) is a national insurance industry organization that evaluates

fire protection for communities across the country. A jurisdiction's ISO rating is an.important factor

when considering fire station and apparatus distribution; since it can affect the cost of fire insurance for

individuals and businesses. For ISO purposes, response areas are measured at 1.5 miles of travel

distance for each engine company; and 2.5 miles for a ladder company (aerial apparatus) on existing

roadways. For a structure to be in a protected rating for insurance purposes, it must be within five miles

of a fire station. Maintenance or enhancement of the ISO ratings is an important.consideration in

evaluating the potential for regional servicb delivery, since only partial credit for response capability is

giv€n when provided by neighboring agencies, but full credit is given when provided by the evaluated

department.

Sta n da rd i ze d Re spo n se P rotocol s

Standardized response protocols by demographic subset (i.e., urban, suburban, rural) are easier to

manage when there is significant depth of resources, such as in a regionalservice delivery system. Risk

management planning and decisions can be made based on the density of the risk and the concentration

of resources required managing such risk. Those densities and risks lend themselves to be managed

well by using critical task analyses to guide resource depldyment..For example, rural and some suburban

densities are more likely to require water delivery by water tenders to the scene of a fire. The personnel

and equipment needs for these types of incidents vary significantly from urban densities which rely on

fixed water distribution systems or fire hydrants.

By standardizing response protocols (the level and type of response a given emergency requires),

equipment can be distributed based on risk, and staffing can be deployed based on the critical task

analysis for the given risk. These distinctions allow for more efficient assignment of resources, providing

greater concentrations where density and life risk is high, and comparatively fewer resources (but the

right type of resources) where density and risk are low. Utilizing dynamic deployment concepts allows

for a "power shift" of resources where seasonal or event driven risk grow for a predictable period of

time. An example includes greater risk in the rural areas during wildland fire season.

ADMINISTRATION AND GOVERNANCE OF SERVICES

The numerous fire departments serving the Washoe County area have various administrative and

governance structures. While an argument can be made for the advantages of local control, it is often at

the expense of opportunities for greater efficienry and effectiveness. The simple example of duplication

of fire chiefs illustrates this tradeoff. A balance must be established to maintain some form of local

control while leveraging the efficiencies possible with regional collaboration.

Direct local control and focused service delivery can be obtained by a single purpose government

structure. A portion of the disconnect or dysfunction with the current array of structures in the reviewed

fire service agencies is the competition for funding with other government services. This is the difficulty

of a general purpose government model, i.e. a city or county. The BRC believes that the fire service is a

critical pubtic safety function, and as such, should be managed with an independently elected board.
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lncremental steps can be taken to accomplish this. The county can start small and work toward a fully

.regional system over time.

Shared Administrative Seruices Expense

ln typical regional collaboration for fire services, administrative duplication could be eliminated to
increase efficienry. lt is important to recognize that the five years of budget cutting has reduced some of
the opportunity for that efficiency, however, there are still more fire chiefs than necessary within the
region if those agencies were to operate as a single entity.

VOLUNTEERS

Economics, risk, incident activity, and demographics are all factors that influence the need for and

support the utilization of volunteer fire departments in Washoe County.

There are numerous volunteer organizations serving communities in Washoe County, and the
surrounding Counties of Storey and Lyon. Volunteer service is not limited to firefighting. Washoe County
Sheriffs Office sponsors Search and Rescue and Citizen Emergency Response Team Volunteers.

As it pertains to fire response, more traditional volunteer agencies currently service communities in

Washoe County and should continue to be active in any regional fire service configuration. These
volunteer agencies are non-typical from other communities in that they are separate organizations from
Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District (TMFPD), and operate their organizations with separate
Boards of Directors, by-laws and personnel. Truckee Meadows provides management oversight of
processing new members, training, competency, funds for operations, protective clothing and
equipment, and rolling stock. Two volunteer agencies are affiliated with Washoe County. These agencies
lie north of Township 22 and are outside of the TMFPD. TMFPD provides oversight of these agencies by

way of an interlocal agreement.

TMFPD has recently begun a new reserve program intended for career minded volunteers who wish to
gain more immersion in emergency response. This program augments career staff at stations with a

Firefig hter I qua lified firefighter.

However, the current system of separate and autonomous volunteer organizations is fragmented and
inefficient on many levels and is in need of reform. Response, training and activity records, and other
critical documentation is either missing or inadequate. A problem of span of control exists in the current
system and some volunteers do not live within a reasonable distance of their stations.

A regionalized and centralized management of volunteer service would provide:

. . Enhanced oversight and management
o lncreasedaccountability
o Longer term retention and more efficient recruitment
e Standardized training and competencies
o lmplementation of performance standards

t7
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The use of volunteers provides a force multiplier, providing a resource by which career resources can

minimize their commitment on incidents with extended operational periods and free those career

resources for subsdquent calls. A consolidation of the relationships and organizational structure

between TMFPD and the voluntary fire departments will improve the overall system including enhanced

reliability and performance. lt is the BRCs position that the volunteer fire departments should be fully

assimilated into whatever regional agency provides service.

PERSONNEL AND LABOR AGREEMENTS

A key component of any effective regional fire services plan must include personnel analysis and labor

agreements impacting costs for services. Typical cost drivers must be evaluated, such as wages, benefits,

leave, and work practices. Beyond these cost drivers, the issues impacting staffing lqvels by unit and by

risk model (urban, suburban, rural) must also be evaluated, which have a cost and service impact.

The current collective bargaining agreements have language compelling the employer to negotiate any

impacts or effects of consolidation, merger, or contracts for service. This positions the bargaining units

to "cherry-pick" the best components from each collective bargaining agreement, potentially driving the

costs to unsustainable levels. Since personnel costs (wages, benefits, and Other Post-Employment

Benefits - OPEBs) within a career-staffed fire agency typically range between 75-90% of the operating

budget, this can quickly negate any other gains in efficiencies or effectiveness if it renders the resulting

agency insolvent.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The physical assets required to provide effective fire services, specifically fire stations and apparatus,

must be assessed for their serviceability.

.

Facilities

Fire stations must be designed to house the dppropriate number and types of response apparatus and

the crews who operate them. The stations must also be positioned to pr6vide a travel time which

coincides with the response standards for the jurisdiction. To determihe appropriate location, an

analysis of current and future population densities, construction types (multi-family residential, high

rise, warehouse, industry etc.), transportation infrastructure, traffic patterns, and projected growth

patterns must be undertaken. lt is important to site fire stations with future growth identified, since

many fire stations are constructed as a fifty (50)-year investment.

Apparatus
Fire apparatus must also be positioned Eppropriate to the risk they are to mitigate. The apparatus must

perform their primary functions with zero failure rate, as the consequences of failure are extremely

high. Apparatus must be replaced in a systematic manner, with the replacement costs idbntified and

funds required for their eventual replacement secured. The expense of these specialized pieces of

equipment do not usuatly lend themselves to be absorbed within an annual operating budget, but

programmed as many as twelve to fifteen years ahead. Apparatus should have minimum maintenance

standards which comply with NFPA 7977.
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FUNDING

Each public agency primarily relies upon the revenues from either property taxes for fire districts or a
combination of taxes and fees collected by a municipality for the provision of servites through the city
general fund. ln today's fiscal environment, more must be done to enhance revenues, including reliance
upon grants and user fees. While grants can be a two-edged sword, it can be a short-term solution to a
fixed-cost problem, such as purchasing equipment, building facilities; or implementing a pilot program.

Grants used to fund an ongoing expense with a short-term revenue stream is dangerous, but can be
used to fill a gap in anticipation of a more permanent, sustainable revenue stream occurring at the end
of the life of the grant.

SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

Opportunities abound for enhancement of the existing services, even if regional fire services are not
pursued. Many agencies in Washoe County do not track standardized data in a manner that meaningful
decisions can be made. lf,'for example, each agency defined response time differently, there is no
effective means of measuring a standardized service across the region. There must be uniforin standards
for data reporting by all regional agencies, public or private. Fractile response time tracking is a standard
in the fire service industry, yet that data is not collected in many cases. This has been a probtem noted
as far back as 2009 in the Diamante Report.3

Not only does data collection need to be standardized, but the time intervals must also be standardized.
Synchronization of dispatch clock for all dispatch centers in the county, including REMSA, helps ensure

an "apples to apples" comparison of response performance, which is a key ingredient to quality
assurance and quality improvement.

Emergency medical services can be handled in a much more expedient manner by eliminating the
immediate hand-off by the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP - 9-1-1 call-takers) to REMSA without
first determining the location/jurisdiction of the call, the nature of the call, and notification to the
appropriate unit(s). All resources required to respond to an emergency should be dispatched
simultaneously. lf this is a process which takes time to implement, pre-alerts for those units closest to
the incident should be implemented as an interim step. lmplementation of emergenry medical dispatch
protocols provide pre-arrival instructions for responding personnel, helping ensure the right resources
arrive prepared to mitigate whichever emergency they face. These protocols should be immediately
implemented at the dispatch centers in Washoe County where they do not currently exist. lf different
protocols are in place, they should be standardized.

The BRC endorses a single, centralized dispatch center which drives standardization, increases efficienry
and cost effectiveness, and maximizes technology investments to the benefit of all citizens of Washoe

County.

3 
Diamante Public Sector Group, 101 Parkshore Drive, Suite 100, Folsom, California, page 11.
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There must be recognition that Regional Ambulance Services, lnc. (RASI) is the emergJncy medical

transportation agencv for the vast majority of Washoe County. lt is possible for the organization to

default as a franchisee. While there is no indication of an impending default, such defaults are not

unheard of by other nationally recognized ambulance companies. lt is important, therefore, that the fire

service is poised to provide assistance during such an event, as well as for surge capacity. The fire service

should be included and consulted in future franchise agreement discussions because of their system

expertise.

The August 2OL2 TriData report, Emergency Medical Services Systems Anolysis - Finol Report

summarizes well the opinions of many on the BRC. "We are very concerned about the status of the

REMSA.Franchise Agreement. Since 1990, most of the negotiated changes have clearly favored REMSA,

limiting the District Board of Health oversight authoiity. The EMS system is supposed to resemble a PUM

[Public Utility Model] with an independent oversight organization (REMSA), and an independent

contractor,'[Regional Ambulance Services, lnc.] RASI. ln practice, it is difficult to tell the difference

between organizations, with REMSA functioning as a private EMS contractor."a

Where resources are less readily available, typically in the rural areas where wildland interface risk are

high, the county should establish a fuels management program to mitigate ladder fuels. Enforcement of

existing ordinances requiring defensible spaces should be a high priority. Further, there should be

incentives created for homeowners to install built-in fire protection, such as residential sprinkler

systems, particularly in the Gerlach and Red Rock areas of the county.

Uniformity of fire codes is absent throughout the county. Standardization of fire codes and code

enforcement should be a goal of all regulatory and enforcement agencies in the county. Strong

consideration should be given to requiring residential sprinkler systems throughout the county. This

lifesaving measure not only improves survivability of a residential fire, it reduces the demand and

burden placed upon the fire department by extinguishing fire while still small, reducing the resources

required to respond to these types of incidents.

OPPORTUNITIES

There are numerous opportunities for enhancement of services through a regional fire services system.

It starts with providing public education to the citizens served about how they must take responsibility

for protecting and defending themselves, such as becoming Fire Adapted Communities. A Fire Adapted

Community means that homeowners, firefighters, land managers, and civic leaders have done their part

to prepare for the next wildfire

Code modification to help manage risk can be implemented, such as rigid enforcement of defensible

space regulations in the wildfire interface areas, or implementation of incentives for property owners to

install built-in fire protection systems in their occupied spaces. This also helps reduce demand and shore

up the cost effectiveness of fire protection in the Gerlach and Red Rock areas.

o 
Emergency Medicot Services Systems Analysis - Final Report, page 4. Washoe County, Nevada, August 2012.

TriData Division, System Planning Corporation, 3601 Wilson Boulevard. Arlington, VA22207. Philip Schaenman.
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All agencies can benefit from the establishment of so-called "borderless response areas" where
automatic aid agreements are in place. The issue of subsidy can be addressed with annual actiVity true-
up language. However, if all agencies participate in a closest unit response system, even those agencies

who are net exporters of service have their stations and constituents covered by move-up agreements
from their neighboring'agencies.

The BRC had divergent opinions on the EMS component of this evaluation. The recent approval of a new
franchise agreement with REMSA initiated some debate among committee members about whether it
was good or bad for the communities, or whether the committee had sufficient information to form an
opinion. Ultimately, the BRC agreed that it should endorse a higher role fbr the fire service in EMS.

Fire-based Advanced Life Support (ALS) first response services can be provided, reducing the amount of
time a patient waits to receive definitive medical care in a medical emergency. This program of sending
fire crews to medical emergencies (which they are already responding to anyway) is enhanced by

ensuring that one of the crew members is certified as a paramedic. This program could be further
'expanded to incorporate a fire-based ALS transport service.

An EMS public-private partnership with REMSA could be forged. ln this case, coordination of resources

creates system efficiencies. lf fire-based ALS services are provided, response times for the transport
agency, whether REMSA or a fire-based system, could be slowed since definitive care is already being
provided by the fire-based ALS first response system providers. This results in fewer posting locations
and potentially fewer units in the system, reducing system costs foi the consumers. This public-private
partnership can include expansion of the 'REMSA Board of Directors to include one fire agency

representative.

Establishing a set of uniform performance standards by population density (urban, suburban, rural, and

wilderness) allows for regional redeployment of appropriate resources based on risk and the effective
response force required. This may simultaneously improve services to the fringe areas as well as

concentrate resources in the urban core. lf outlying areas no longer need to provide for technical rescue
or hazardous materials services because these services are provided in the urban core, those outlying
breas can concentrate more sharply on their core risk; structure fires, wildland fires, and emergenry
medical services.

As emergency vehicles and equipment wear down due to use in high demand areas, these expensive

assets can be redeployed to less active areas, extending the'useful life of that equipment. Apparatus
replacement schedules can reflect a longer life by the active redeployment of equipment which might
otherwise be replaced while possessing some remaining useful life.

Some fire stations are not currently well positioned to provide optimum service to its jurisdictional

constituents today due to shifting boundaries. lf those boundaries were invisible to a deployment and
coverage plan, some currently inefficient stations become immediately more efficient through cross-
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jurisdictional utilization. The same optimization can occur in emergency management and preparedness

planning, public education, and fire prevention activities, including active vegetation management

witirin wildland interface areas.

CHALLENGES

While there are ample opportunities to gain efficienry with a regional approach to service delivery,

there are also numerous difficulties and obstacles which can preclude a successful, effective regional

system.

One of the factors which led to the deconsolidation between Reno and Truckee Meadows - labor costs -
remains a very thorny subject. Existing collective bargaining agreements in place require bargaining over

the impacts or effects of a consolidation, merger, or contract for services. This could lead to "cherry-

picking," which takes the highest union-valued articles of any of the contracts in play, driving the costs

for services much higher than any one existing contract calls for.

Facilities and equipment condition can complicite a regional approach to delivering services. lf an

existing agency were to have extensive deferred maintenance of existing fire apparatus, regionalizing

those assets shifts some of the cost of that deferred maintenance to the other partner agencies. The

same thing is true for deferred maintenance of facilities. lf some agencies have a funded capital

improvement plan and others do not, this can further complicate replacement plans, schedules, and

funding. This can be somewhat offset by a redeployment of existing resources based on risk.

Redeployment allows for extensively used apparatus to be dispatched to more rural, lower call volume

areas, thus obtaining additional life than would otherwise be the case.

Unfunded liabilities can create a disparity between partner agencies in some regional service delivery

models. Some agencies may have a funded Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) Trust whereas

other agencies may not have OPEBs such as funded retiree health insurance. Regionalizing these

agencies can cause a shift in this unfunded liability across all of the partner agencies.

Shifts in resources and service levels can cause an inadvertent decrease in services to a portion of the

region. Careful planning and benchmarking of existing services must be performed to ensure such an

outcome is not an unintentional consequence of regionalizing services.

Equalization of taxation can increase taxes to some taxpayers and decrease cosis to others. A study was

performed in2OOZ by Walker & Associates for a regibnal fire service encompassing the entire county

and found at that time that Reno's taxes would increase S.O3 per hundred dollars, Spark' taxes would

increase $.01 per hundred dollars, Truckee Meadows'taxes would decrease S.tZ per hundred dollars,

and Sierra's taxes would decrease $.2+ per hundred dollars. Given the state's propefi tax cap, neither

Reno nor Sparks could raise their taxes. Blending the tax rates would cause some agencies to subsidize

others; this can be remedied via legislative change.

While there are numerous challenges to regionalizing services, perhaps none of the challenges are as

daunting and formidable as the political will that will be required to make'regionalization of services

occur. ]t is well established that turf, power, and politics are the three most common reasons for a
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regional service effort to fail. lf service to the people is the driving force behind the effort to regionalize
services, the other challenges can be overcome. The BRC believes that citizens are not concerned about
these three factors; only about protection and response.

REGIONAL OPTIONS

There are four primary ways in which agencies can collaborate to provide regional services. They are
each discussed as follows.

M utuol Aid/Auto mdti c Ai d Ag ree m e nts
Current mutual aid agreements exist between the agencies. Mi.rtual aid is a term used to describe a

requestfor resources outside of the jurisdiction makingthe request. This requires a specific request by
the "host" agency. Some limitations on the mutual aid agreements, such as requiring a command officer
to be on scene and reasonably exhausting the host agencies resources before mutual aid can be
.requested, has caused some negative outcomes on incidents. A recent incident highlighted this
limitation, causing Reno and Truckee Meadows to revise the mutual aid agreement, striking these
limitations.

Automatic aid agreements take the cooperation between agencies to a higher level. Automatic aid is a
term used to describe neighboring resources being dispatched immediately, along with host agency
resources, not relying upon a specific request. The decision to provide automatic aid resources to a
given building or area is made by the participating agencies well in advance of a specific incident via a

written agreement, when agenry balance, response time, critical.tasks, and other factors can' be
thoughtfully considered. These automatic aid resources are then preprogrammed into the resource
dispatch protocols. This approach may also be referred to as borderless response or closest unit
response when describing an automatic aid area. :

Consolidation through lnterlocdl Agreement
This model is the one used by Truckee Meadows and Reno in 2000, which ultimately led to
deconsolidation due to the economic downturn. The unique features of this model are as follows:

o lt requires one or more partids to relinquish authority over expenditures.
. One agency conducts all labor negotiations on behalf of the other agencies.
o "CherrY-picking" labor-beneficial articles from among the collective bargaining unit agreements.
o Subsidy if one or more agencies is not financially sustainable or has unfunded liabilities.
o Tax equalization is not a factor in this model.

Consolidation through One Toxing District
This option is not likely feasible due to the tax equalization requirement and/or possibly exceeding the
statutory Sg.e+ cap. However, this impediment can be remedied legistatively.

Consolidation through Joint Powers Agreement
There are two types of Joint lowers Agreements (JPAs). The first is similar to an interlocal agreement
except that governance is shared among the agencies. This process eliminates the comptications of
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relinquishing authority over expenditures and limiting agency involvement in labor negotiations. The

problems associated with "cherry-picking" and potential subsidy still remain. Tax equalization is not a

factor in this model.

The second JPA is a fire departm"nt.onrotiaation of government and managementibut not line staff.

This would eliminate the issue of "cherry-picking," and each agency would continue to define their own

service level through their own budget, leaving the other agencies unaffected if one agency fails to

sustain itself. Equipment and facilities would remain with the originating agency, eliminating any subsidy

concerns. Unfunded liabilities remain with the agency, eliminating subsidy from the other agencies.

Closest unit response, as in automatic aid agreements, would be implemented in this concept. Some

efficiency would also be lost in this fo.rm of a JPA, but much can be retained.

RECOMMENDATIONS

o The county should model regional collaboration by starting small and working toward larger

collaboration efforts with other agencies.

o pursue legislative remedies to. Nevada Revised Statute 318, allowing general improvement

districts to exceed the current statutory tax cap.

o pursue legislative remedies to Nevada Revised Statute 474, allowing county fire districts to

overlay cities.

. peak Activity Units (PAUs) should be used where demand is predictable and where resource

concentration needs to be bolstered for a period of time as determined by demand data.

o Standardize response performance data, including quantifiable definitions of the components

contained within the fire and EMS response cascade of events.

o Synchronize dispatch center clock for all emergency services dispatch agencies in the county.

o Assimilate all volunteer fire departments into Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District.

o lmplement borderless response (automatic aid) agreements between all'agencies in Washoe

CountY.

o Educate the community about the details of the emergency response system within the county.

o Educate the community about their responsibility to prepare and protect themselves in the

event of an emergency.

. Eniorce existing codes requiring the creation and maintenance of defensible spaces'

r Establish Washoe County as a Fire Adapted Community (see University of Nevada Cooperative

Extension website for model - http://www.livingwithfire.info/).

o Create incentives to install built-in fire protection systems in rural and interface areas, in

particular in Gerlach and Red Rock.

o Create a public-private partnership with REMSA, coordinating emergency resources for more

. :lfj..]iJt.].]J':H"ns arise about the formation of a specific regional asency, ,r," ,*.
recommends another committee be formed to evaluate the details of that partnership.


